Abstract
Introduction

21
From intercepting a basketball pass between opponents to catching a vase accidentally knocked 22 off the shelf -visuomotor feedback responses play a familiar role in human motor behaviour. 23 Previous research has extensively analysed these responses in human reaching movements (Day 24 and Lyon (2000) Weiwei Li (2005) . More recently, this particular issue was addressed through combining optimal 41 control with utility of movement (Rigoux and Guigon (2012) ) to predict the optimal duration for any 42 movement. In addition, terminal optimal feedback control has also received attention as an alter- 43 native that addresses some classical limitations (Guigon et al. (2007, 2008) . Nevertheless, optimal 44 control as a theory of human movement has normally been compared against other theories in participants with the prediction of these gains in an optimal feedback control model. 58 Visuomotor feedback gains over a goal directed reaching movement follow a roughly bell-shaped in stochastic optimal feedback control theory, the movement costs are defined as time dependent 70 variables. Therefore, we hypothesise that a relation to the time-to-target may explain visuomotor 71 feedback gains in humans. To test our hypotheses, we devised an experimental paradigm where we 72 offset the usual bell-shaped velocity profile in the aim to offset the visuomotor feedback gains and 73 modify the times-to-target across conditions. Finally, we compare these results with a normative 74 optimal feedback control model of visuomotor feedback gain in order to better understand how 75 and whether these gains can be the result of optimality and still maintain rapid responses.
76
Results
77
Experimental results
78
In this study we tested whether a simple relationship between movement kinematics and the 79 visuomotor feedback gains is used by the human visuomotor system. To do so, we devised an 80 experiment consisting of five different kinematic conditions. The baseline condition required 81 movements with a natural, bell-shaped velocity profile, while the velocity profiles were modified 82 for the four other conditions. In these four conditions we introduced a manipulation between the 83 hand velocity and the cursor velocity in the forward direction, such that the cursor and hand had leads the hand position in y axis (matched-cursor late-peak hand velocity condition, blue, and matched-hand early-peak cursor velocity condition, yellow). Bottom: hand-cursor velocity scaling for conditions where the cursor position lags the hand position in y axis (matched-cursor early-peak hand velocity condition, green, and matched-hand late-peak cursor velocity condition, purple). (B) Hand and cursor velocity-position profiles required to achieve the ideal movement to the target. Left: matched-cursor velocity conditions; middle: baseline condition, where cursor position and hand position are consistent; right: matched-hand velocity conditions. perturbations of the cursor were applied in all five conditions. Perturbations were introduced as 2 cm cursor jumps perpendicular to the movement direction. The perturbation onset occurred at one of five equally spaced hand locations. (B) Mean velocity profiles of the hand in five experimental conditions: matched-cursor early-peak (green), matched-cursor late-peak (blue), matched-hand early-peak (yellow), matched-hand late-peak (purple) and baseline (grey). Participants successfully modulated forward movement kinematics to meet task demands -velocity profiles are skewed for matched-cursor conditions, and are similar to the baseline for matched-hand conditions. (C) Mean visuomotor feedback gains (mean lateral force from 180-230 ms after perturbation onset) across all participants to cursor perturbations as a function of the hand distance in the movement. Error bars represent 1 SEM. Significant regulation is observed for matched-cursor early-peak and matched-cursor late-peak conditions (blue and green), but no significant regulation is seen for matched-hand conditions (yellow and purple), relative to the baseline. show that within the OFC the time-to-target is critical for the regulation of feedback gains, and when 187 we take this into account we are able to replicate the feedback gain modulation of our participants.
188
While in our experiment, we manipulated the time-to-target through skewing the velocity 
where and ℎ are cursor and hand velocities respectively, and is the distance along the 
such that the velocity gain function linearly increased from 40% hand velocity at the start of the 369 movement to 160% at the end of the movement (Figure 1, bottom) . Desired velocity profiles of both 370 the hand and the cursor are shown in Figure 1B for each condition.
371
Feedback regarding movement kinematics
372
In all conditions, one of the velocity modalities (cursor or hand) was required to be similar to the 373 baseline velocity profile. Feedback was always provided about this specific velocity modality. Ideal 374 trials were defined as trials in which this peak velocity was between 42 cm/s and 58 cm/s with the 375 peak location between 45% and 55% of the movement distance with no target overshoot. After 376 each trial, visual feedback about the peak velocity and the location at which this peak occurred was 377 provided to the participants graphically (Fig 9) . The peak velocity was indicated on the right hand . Examples of feedback presented to the participants. Feedback regarding the peak velocity and the timing of the peak velocity was provided after each trial. Large grey blocks indicate the velocity peak location target, while the bar chart at the top-right corner indicates peak y-velocity magnitude. Feedback was provided on the modality (cursor or hand) that matched the baseline. Left: velocity peak location is within the target, but the movement was too fast (unsuccessful trial); middle: velocity peak location is too early, but the movement speed is within the target (unsuccessful trial); right: successful trial.
Probe trials
385
During each session, probe trials were used to measure the visuomotor feedback gains -the 
where ℎ, , and , , are regression weights for hand velocity ( ℎ ) and cursor velocity ( ) respec-457 tively that depend on movement condition ( ) and perturbation location ( ). These regression 458 weights were constrained to be non-negative. These models were fit to the scaled mean of each 459 participant's data (250 data points: 10 participants × 5 movement conditions × 5 perturbation 460 locations). Each participant's data was scaled so that the mean responses across all trials were 461 equal to one, to ensure equal contributions from each subject.
462
We fit seven models with the number of parameters ranging from 2 to 25 (as we fit 25 data 463 points per participant). For each model, we determined the best fit model parameters using a 464 non-linear least-squares solver (lsqnonlin, MATLAB 2017b). We then evaluated model fits using 
where is a state transition matrix, is a control matrix, and C is a 2 × 2 matrix whose each element (2 dimensions), velocity (2), force (2) and target position * (2). For our simulation purposes we 513 treat the control-independent noise as zero.
514
The state of the plant is not directly observable, but has to be estimated from noisy sensory 515 information. We model the observer as || exp( + )|| ,
where , and are constants. All other parameters were kept constant across the three conditions.
533
Although LQG is a fixed time horizon problem, we did not pre-define the movement duration N. 534 Instead, we obtained the N, and constants , and using Bayesian Adaptive Direct Search (BADS,
535
Acerbi and Ma (2017)) to maximise the log-likelihood of the desired movement kinematics given 536 the location and magnitude of the peak velocity.
537
The classical and the time-to-target models only differed in the way the perturbations were 
and used BADS to optimise the log-likelihood of this model.
565
The logistic function was chosen simply as it provided a good fit to the data. The squared- 
where 0 = 0 is the lateral velocity at the start of perturbation correction. Hence the lateral force 569 necessary to bring a point mass to the target is proportional to 1∕ 2 . 570
